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The Nebraska Water Center (NWC) and its Water Sciences Lab are integral to Nebraska’s water management and leadership. As part of the Robert
B. Daugherty Water for Food Global Institute (DWFI), and in collaboration with the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources at University
of Nebraska–Lincoln, the NWC works with faculty from across the university system and other partners, playing a strong role in facilitating and
implementing research and outreach projects focused on improving water resources management in the state and region, especially in the areas of
water quality and groundwater policy.
As you’ll read in the 2016 Annual Report, the water center has made significant advances in our understanding of the environmental, social, economic
and political facets of water quality and management. For example, researchers from the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources at the
University of Nebraska–Lincoln, together with DWFI and NWC, are playing key roles as part of a U.S. Department of Agriculture National Institute
of Food and Agriculture-funded consortium to address agricultural sustainability on the high plains aquifer.

Foreword

This consortium has been awarded a USDA Water for Agriculture Challenge Area Coordinated Agricultural Project grant, which will provide $10
million over four years for research and extension activities to develop solutions to address water challenges in the Ogallala Aquifer region. The grant
will take a comprehensive approach, integrating management strategies and techniques to improve water use across the region.
NWC and DWFI are also developing the Nebraska Water Productivity Report, a comprehensive assessment of the state’s water resources use in
agriculture, and determine opportunities to enhance the efficiency of water use.
Of course, research is only meaningful if it is shared. The NWC has a strong focus on communication, education and engagement to ensure that
the research is focused on challenges facing the agricultural and water sectors, and that the knowledge and solutions developed are applied. From
the ever-popular Nebraska Water Tour, to workshops and seminars, to exhibits at Husker Harvest Days, the NWC is continually engaging with
stakeholders and sharing new insights within Nebraska and across the state lines.
We are proud of the water center’s 52 years of progress and the significant contributions it makes toward ensuring effective water management and
quality in Nebraska, and the analytical technology, education and training it provides our future water leaders here in the state and around the world.

Michael J. Boehm
University of Nebraska
Vice President for Agriculture
and Natural Resources
University of Nebraska–Lincoln
Harlan Vice Chancellor for the
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources
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Peter G. McCornick
Executive Director
Robert B. Daugherty Water for Food Global
Institute at the University of Nebraska
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I am pleased to present this synopsis of the research, education and outreach work the Nebraska Water Center
and Water Sciences Laboratory have accomplished during the past year. It has been a busy and successful year by
any measure.
I reflect on 2016 as a year when we significantly increased our state and international research collaborations
and grantsmanship, involved more agencies, individuals and organizations in our important work, increased our
graduate and undergraduate student associations and strengthened our outreach and communications functions.
We have become a better and stronger water center both through our association with the Robert B. Daugherty
Water for Food Global Institute and by focusing on the core mission that has guided the Nebraska Water Center
for 52 years and which will carry it into the future: ensuring water sustainability by coordinating research,
training and educational water-related activities; helping train the next generation of water scientists, conducting
seminars, symposiums and retreats, promoting interdisciplinary education programs, and promoting graduate
education in water resources.

Director’s Letter

In Nebraska, both the challenge and the reward comes in being part of the solutions to increasing demands for high quality water. These demands
come from interests as diverse as a growing agricultural economy, electrical power generation and industrial use to recreation, fish and wildlife, and
public utilities. These diverse demands on our water resources create complex challenges to ensuring we have access to the water we need, well into
the future. The Nebraska Water Center is a trusted and valued leader in this arena, helping to bring people together to discuss and solve the state’s
water issues.
We have rich supplies of groundwater beneath our feet and more stream-miles than any other state in the country, but we also have more irrigated
acres of agriculture than any other state, making it all the more important to work together with others to “get it right” in the efficient uses and
management of this critical resource.
Thank you for reviewing the work accomplished by the Nebraska Water Center and Nebraska Water Sciences Laboratory in 2016. We look forward
to continuing our mission and serving all Nebraskans for many years to come.

Chittaranjan Ray
Director
Nebraska Water Center
University of Nebraska
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Left: February’s faculty research retreat
Right: Special lecturer Norman Uphoff (fourth from left), Cornell University
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Since 1964: The Nebraska Water Center

Building the future

The NWC was established by Congressional mandate as one of
54 Water Resources Research Institutes in 1964. Its research and
programs support and promote the University of Nebraska as an
international leader in water research, teaching, extension and
outreach.

The Nebraska Water Center (NWC) helps mentor graduate
students, Ph.D. students and new faculty members to help them
establish successful careers.

NWC coordinates a wide range of research impacting water issues,
a deeper understanding of water and its many beneficial uses; helps
develop new water researchers; trains future water researchers
and engineers; and disseminates water research results to water
professionals and the public through publications, research
colloquiums and conferences, electronic media, lectures and tours.
The NWC is committed to:
• Sharing the latest research findings with water professionals and
the public through conferences and workshops, print, electronic
and online mediums, interactions with media and contact with
stakeholders.
• Supporting research and extension education by connecting
faculty to external collaborators and stakeholders, fostering
interdisciplinary teams, alerting faculty to funding opportunities
and providing grants and sharing grant information.

Newer faculty can attend brown bag sessions during the year to
help them get acquainted with and get advice from senior faculty
and external partners on topics such as working with stakeholders,
multidisciplinary research, and managing large data sets. In
addition to helping link individual faculty members to groups,
NWC faculty and staff meet with faculty members individually
upon their arrival and as needed afterwards.
One assistantship program of long standing is for graduate
students to work on applied water resource analysis or research
through the Nebraska Department of Natural Resources. This
partnership supports one graduate student for up to two years,
potentially providing the intellectual content for a thesis or
dissertation.
Study and work can be in many areas, including hydraulic
and hydrologic relationship between surface and groundwater,
streamflow analysis, water supply and demand, land use data,
precipitation and climate data, technical tools for economic
analysis of water options and others.

• Aiding new scientists through mentoring, seed grants and helping
build their research programs.
•T
 raining future water managers, water and environmental
professionals and scientists by helping with student recruitment
and reshaping academic programs to meet the needs and
challenges of the future.
NWC is part of the Robert B. Daugherty Water for Food Global
Institute at the University of Nebraska and part of the University of
Nebraska–Lincoln’s Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources.
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Steve Ress at Husker Harvest Days
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Rachael Herpel and Ron Yoder at Husker Harvest Days

Nebraska’s Top 10 water challenges

Nebraska Water Center advisory board

(Revised Nov. 21, 2016)
Water quantity
1. Effects of water consumption and conservation practices on
instream-flows, groundwater recharge and water supplies
(municipal and industrial); realizing the maximum water use
efficiency for irrigation.
2. Potential effects of climate change, especially impacts of increased
climate variability, on the availability and use of water resources of
Nebraska.

Water institutions
8. Alternatives and solutions for aging water infrastructure, including
drinking water distribution systems, wastewater treatment,
irrigation systems, dams, levees and canals.
9. Improvements to water economics models and water policies,
including establishing water markets and water banking, recreation,
and wildlife habitat.

3. Potential for high efficiency irrigation to improve sustainability of
production agriculture in Central/Western Nebraska.

10. Creating effective social systems to influence individual and
institutional behavioral change for sustainable water resources
management.

4. Development of tools and technologies for sensing soil moisture,
control of irrigation and pumping systems, and data analysis.

This listing is unranked and it recognizes that several challenges may
fit into more than one of the three sub-categories.

The advisory board helps strengthen NWC as it carries out its mission
of supporting water-related research, education and outreach, and
sharing information with constituent groups.
The advisory board combines many existing advisory functions into
one board. Examples of issues on which advice may be sought include
research needs, particularly in Nebraska; events and programs for
facilitating interdisciplinary research; shaping of academic programs;
seed grant awards; and outreach event topics.

Current members are:
John Bender
Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality
John Berge
North Platte NRD
Dana Divine
UNL School of Natural Resources and Conservation and
Survey Division

Water quality
5. Solutions to increasing incidence of nitrate, uranium, arsenic, and
other contaminants in drinking water sources.

Bruce Dvorak
UNL Department of Civil Engineering

6. Management of non-point source (NPS) nutrient and sediment
inputs in lakes, streams and reservoirs, including toxic algae
treatment and prevention, and maximum contaminant loadings
(MCLs) for nutrients in Nebraska.

Tom Franti
UNL Department of Biological Systems Engineering
Richard Holland
Nebraska Game and Parks Commission

7. Understanding the consequences of surface and groundwater
contamination from emerging contaminants such as steroids,
antibiotics, pesticides, surfactants, nanomaterials, and disinfectants
from wastewater sources.

Shannon Bartelt-Hunt
UNL Department of Civil Engineering
Suat Irmak
UNL Department of Biological Systems Engineering
Alan Kolok
UNO Nebraska Watershed Network
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September’s Husker Harvest Days show

Peter McCornick
NU Robert B. Daugherty Water for Food Global Institute
Dan Miller
U.S. Department of Agriculture/ARS
John Miyoshi
Lower Platte North NRD
Chittaranjan Ray
Nebraska Water Center and UNL Department of
Civil Engineering
Jennifer Schellpeper
Nebraska Department of Natural Resources
Tim Shaver
UNL Department of Agronomy and Horticulture and West
Central Research and Extension Center
Bob Swanson
USGS Nebraska Water Science Center
Steve Thomas
UNL School of Natural Resources
Karrie Weber
UNL School of Biological Sciences and Earth and
Atmospheric Sciences
Newly installed board members are Berge, Irmak, McCornick,
Schellpeper and Swanson. Four that recently completed terms on the
board are Jesse Bradley, Nebraska Department of Natural Resources;
Dean Eisenhauer, UNL Department of Biological Systems Engineering
(emeritus) and Daugherty Water for Food Global Institute; Roberto
Lenton, Daugherty Water for Food Global Institute; and Ron Zelt,
USGS Nebraska Water Science Center.
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Water Resources Advisory Panel:
A key to success
Ten years ago, when Nebraska was facing serious water issues as a
result of interstate compacts and agreements, state statutes, drought
and other factors, the Nebraska Water Center (NWC) developed
the Water Resources Advisory Panel (WRAP) to better connect the
University of Nebraska with outside experts and those who rely on
NU water-related research, education and outreach to make decisions
impacting Nebraska’s water resources.
Eighteen people, representing a cross section of Nebraska’s water
community, serve on WRAP, providing guidance to NU on state water
research needs, education, and outreach programs. WRAP generally
meets in January, April, and September.

Left: Eugene Glock (center) at a WRAP meeting
Right: A WRAP breakfast meeting in April

Current members:

Marian Langan, Audubon Nebraska

Frank Albrecht, Nebraska Game and Parks Commission

Jim Macy, Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality

Brian Barels, Nebraska Public Power District

Pat O’Brien, Upper Niobrara White Natural Resources District

Mark Brohman, Nebraska Environmental Trust

Lee Orton, Nebraska Well Drillers Association

Joel Christenen, Metropolitan Utilities District

Jay Rempe, Nebraska Farm Bureau Federation

Gordon “Jeff” Fassett, Nebraska Department of Natural Resources

Ken Schilz, State Senator, Natural Resources Committee Chair,
Nebraska Legislature

Eugene Glock, Cedar Bell Farms
Jerry Johnson, State Senator and Agriculture Committee Chair,
Nebraska Legislature

Dayle Williamson, Office of U.S. Senator Ben Nelson (retired)

Also working closely with WRAP are Ron Yoder, associate vice
chancellor, University of Nebraska–Lincoln IANR; Monica Norby,
assistant vice chancellor, University of Nebraska–Lincoln Office of
Research and Economic Development; Chittaranjan Ray, director of
the NWC; and irrigation and water resources engineer Derrel Martin,
University of Nebraska–Lincoln Department of Biological Systems
Engineering.
Rachael Herpel, assistant director of the Daugherty Water for Food
Global Institute, serves as WRAP liaison and coordinator.

Jerry Kenny, Platte River Recovery and Implementation Program
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Nebraska Water Sciences Laboratory
A cutting edge success story
The Nebraska Water Sciences Laboratory (WSL) is an integral part
of the Nebraska Water Center and Robert B. Daugherty Water for
Food Global Institute at the University of Nebraska. The WSL was
established 26 years ago to support environmental and water-related
research by providing technical services and expertise in analytical and
isotopic methods and to develop new scientific methodologies.
A large part of their mission is helping to train new scientists and
develop cutting-edge methodologies to remediate current and future
contamination threats to both surface water and groundwater. It
fulfills an important teaching mission by demonstrating analysis
methods to a wide range of undergraduate and graduate students.
The 6,000 square-foot facility on the University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s
East Campus is complete with six laboratories, offices, conference
room, and computer and graduate student areas. In addition to
specialized environmental and stable isotope mass spectrometers,
WSL has a broad range of standard analytical and sample preparation
equipment.
WSL provides technical expertise, sophisticated analytical
instrumentation and leading research methodologies for environmental
and water-related research. Specialized analyses are available for trace
organics and stable isotopes, as well as more routine methods for
measuring water quality.
The lab currently provides instrumental methods supporting a wide
range of water resources research with two Agilent GC/MS systems for
volatile organics and pesticide residues, as well as a Waters Quattro
micro and newer Agilent 6410 triple quadruple liquid chromatography
(LC-MS/MS) systems for emerging contaminants research. New high
demand emerging contaminant methods include determination of
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antibiotics in surface water, as well as neonicotinoid insecticides and
strobularin fungicides in surface water and sediments.
Four stable isotope ratio mass spectrometer systems are available
with preparation methods for both nitrogen-15 and oxygen-18 in
nitrate, oxygen-18 in phosphate, as well as high precision analysis of
deuterium and oxygen-18 in water. The lab is constantly adding to and
refining its unique suite of equipment and recently acquired funding
from University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s Agricultural Research Division
to automate its stable isotope analysis of nitrate using an Isoprime
Trace Gas pre-concentrator system.
The new preparation system is based on conversion of nitrate to
nitrous oxide and will permit rapid lower cost determination of
both 15N and 18O in a single sample. Construction of the custom
built cryogenic gas purification system for measuring dissolved gas
concentrations and helium isotopes for groundwater age dating was
completed early in 2016 and the automated method for noble gas and
isotope analysis is underway.
In 2016, the WSL received approximately 6,800 samples, compared to
4,000 the previous year.

David Cassada calibrates lab equipment

The lab currently offers over 70 unique analytical methods
ranging from trace analysis of pesticides, degradation products,
pharmaceutical, steroid hormones and other emerging contaminants,
to high precision determination of stable isotopes of nutrients and
dissolved gases.
About 80 percent of the samples it receives each year are for NUrelated research projects, while a growing number are received from
other universities, as well as local, state and federal agencies.
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USGS 104b projects for 2016

Ogallala Aquifer focus of USDA research grant

The Nebraska Water Center awarded U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
104b project funds to three University of Nebraska–Lincoln research
teams in November 2015 for fiscal year 2016.

Researchers from the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources
at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Robert B. Daugherty Water for
Food Global Institute at the University of Nebraska, and the Nebraska
Water Center are playing key roles in a U.S. Department of Agriculture
National Institute of Food and Agriculture-funded consortium to
address agricultural sustainability on the critical Ogallala aquifer.

These projects were selected for funding from March 1, 2016
through February 28, 2017:
Water Usage in the Food Industry, PI: Bing Wang, University of
Nebraska–Lincoln Food Science; Co-PI: Rolando Flores, University
of Nebraska–Lincoln Food Science, $17,000.
Economic, Environmental, and Crop Performance Assessment
Under Center Pivot, Subsurface Drip, and Furrow Irrigation
Systems in a Changing Climate in West Central Nebraska, PI: Daran
Rudnick, University of Nebraska–Lincoln; Co-PI’s: Chuck Burr,
Derrel Martin, Tim Shaver, Greg Kruger, Francisco Munoz-Arriola
and Matt Stockton, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, $20,000.
Evaluation of Changing Irrigation Management on Ground Water
Recharge and Quality, PI: Troy Gilmore, University of Nebraska–
Lincoln; Co-PI: Daniel Snow, Nebraska Water Center/Nebraska
Water Sciences Laboratory, University of Nebraska–Lincoln,
$15,000.
USGS program funds for these projects are issued under provisions
of the federal Water Resources Research Act of 1984.

The consortium was awarded a USDA Water for Agriculture Challenge
Area Coordinated Agricultural Project grant of $10 million over four
years for research and extension activities to address water challenges
in the Ogallala Aquifer region. The grant will take a comprehensive
approach, integrating management strategies to improve water use
across the region.
The Ogallala Aquifer region accounts for 30 percent of total crop and
animal production in the U.S. and more than 90 percent of the water
pumped from the aquifer is used for irrigated agriculture. With climate
change projections and recent declines of groundwater, the aquifer,
along with many of the world’s aquifers, is declining on a path many
consider to be unsustainable.
Groundwater levels and management practices vary greatly across
the Ogallala Aquifer region. While the aquifer is at a high level in
Nebraska, it is more depleted in states to the south. This project
seeks to develop a successful model of integration that leads to widescale changes in management of the aquifer and informs aquifer
management across the world.
“The Ogallala Aquifer is a vast resource that is vitally important to
Nebraska agriculture and to our state’s ag economy, but its waters are
not endless and need to be used and cared for wisely and sustainably,”
said Chittaranjan Ray, director of the Nebraska Water Center.
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As part of the project, Ray will take the lead in gathering adequate
hydrologic and crop water use data, which can be used to manage
pumping rates. A comprehensive hydrologic model exists for the
Northern High Plains region of the Ogallala, but an aquifer-wide
hydrologic model has never been created.

An expanded model will provide an important baseline tool to
estimate climate change and management impacts on groundwater
levels across the region.
“This project recognizes and will build upon a wealth of knowledge
and previous aquifer research to build a useable baseline of data
on water levels, pumpage dynamics, institutional controls and
climatic variability,” Ray said. “This data will be used to develop
the best cropping management and irrigation technologies that will
help maintain and monitor aquifer health into the future, keeping
appropriate economic and social issues in mind.”
Co-investigators from the University of Nebraska–Lincoln are Tim
Shaver, agronomist and nutrient management specialist; Daran
Rudnick, irrigation
management specialist
and DWFI faculty fellow;
and Karina Schoengold,
environmental and
resource economist and
DWFI faculty fellow.
The multi-disciplinary
consortium includes
scientists at Colorado
State University, Kansas
State University,
Oklahoma State
University, New Mexico
State University,
Texas Tech University,
West Texas A&M
University, Texas A&M
AgriLife and the USDA
Agricultural Research
Service.
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Graduate research on amphetamines draws attention
CNN picked it up. So did UPI wire service. And U.S. News and
World Report.
In the articles, the study on amphetamines found in waterways in rural
Baltimore, Maryland, didn’t seem immediately linked to the University
of Nebraska–Lincoln, let alone the School of Natural Resources (SNR).
But the research was driven by SNR masters graduate Alexis Paspalof,
now Alexis Borbon, during her studies here, and her samples were
analyzed by the Nebraska Water Sciences Laboratory (WSL) under lab
director Dan Snow, Borbon’s advisor. The WSL is part of the Nebraska
Water Center and part of the University of Nebraska’s Daugherty Water
for Food Global Institute.
“This is maybe one of 10 studies ever done on this topic,” Snow said.
“The study’s authors are trying to answer why knowing the levels of
amphetamines in waterways is important. People should care because it
could be having unintended consequences.”
Borbon initiated the research because of her interest in how
amphetamines in waterways may be affecting ecosystems.
“My father is a water treatment operator in California,” she said.
“Growing up, we would spend a lot of time discussing water quality
issues and things that potentially could be an issue in the future. At
one point, I remember he had come home from a conference where
he had listened to a talk about the presence of pharmaceuticals in the
environment. I was really intrigued by the implications this meant for
water ecosystems.”
When she started her graduate degree under Snow, she knew that was
what she wanted to study.
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“When I first began researching this topic, I quickly found there were
hundreds of different chemicals that could be measured,” she said. “This
is the main reason why there are such few studies. The topic is just a
massive undertaking and it’s difficult to know where to start.”
Borbon decided to start with Adderall, which contains amphetamine.
The drug frequently is prescribed for people with attention-deficit
hyperactivity disorder, but is also known to be used illegally. Borbon
knew research focused on it would be relevant—and likely interesting—
to a large segment of the population.
Snow got her in contact with colleague Emma Rosi-Marshall with
the Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies who subsequently introduced
her to Sylvia Lee, a post-doctoral researcher who is now working for
the Environmental Protection Agency. Together, they and researchers
Erinn Richmond with Monash University and John Kelly with Loyola
University-Chicago started the project.
Over a three-week period, the group collected water samples from
six streams on the Gwynns Falls and Oregon Ridge watersheds near
Baltimore, Maryland. The samples were brought back to the WSL
to be analyzed using state-of-the-art equipment for measuring low
concentrations of pharmaceuticals. The equipment can accurately
identify chemical compounds in water and their concentration down to
a few parts per trillion. The WSL is one of eight or 10 such facilities in
the country with the capability to test environmental samples at this low
concentration.
At the same time, the group created control “streams” where they
purposely added amphetamines as a comparison and measured their
breakdown, also over a three-week period. (Amphetamines, like other
drug compounds, decrease naturally overtime.)

What researchers found was that in both the created streams and
the natural ones, the levels of amphetamines were high enough to
affect the stream ecosystem. They found that growth of bacteria
on surfaces was suppressed, bacterial and diatom communities
changed, and aquatic insects emerged earlier.
“The results were very surprising,” Borbon said. “The most
surprising information was seeing the change in bacterial
communities and insect emergence. This was data that was not
processed until much later, so when we finally got the data and
Dr. Lee put the paper together, it was cool to see what else was
really going on.”
Both Snow and Borbon hope the line of research continues with
a focus on the potential problems or changes in the environment
an increasing presence of pharmaceuticals may cause, but also to
determine what is or isn’t a biological effect of the drugs’ presence
in waterways.
“It would help put it in perspective,” Snow said. “It would help us
answer the: “So, what?’”
Borbon graduated with her masters degree in natural resources
and conservation from the University of Nebraska–Lincoln in
2015. This paper was published in the Aug. 25, 2016, edition of
Environmental Science and Technology and immediately started
making headlines.
“It was very humbling to learn so much knowledge came from
what I originally thought would be such an insignificant project,”
Borbon said.
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Alexis Borbon (right) and others take notes for a study on amphetamines in waterways

NIC hosts water symposium and law conference
Basin-specific panels took a hard look at state water management at
the University of Nebraska’s annual back-to-back water symposium
and water law conference in October.
For the first time, the Nebraska Water Center (NWC)-sponsored
events were held at Lincoln’s Nebraska Innovation Campus.
Panels covered the Upper Platte, Lower Platte, Republican, Blue and
Niobrara basins. Panel members represented a wide array of local,
state, federal and private water interests.
Each panel discussed what basin groups have concluded about state
water policy and goals, objectives and problem areas. Among the
problems the basins deal with in water management and planning
are supply, political structures, past management and development
characteristics and others.
Additionally, the director of the U.S. Geological Survey’s Nebraska
Water Sciences Center gave an update on USGS research work in
Nebraska and some afternoon talks keyed on work being done by the
Nebraska Department of Natural Resources, as well as views from
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some of the state’s largest utilities, including Omaha’s Metropolitan
Utilities District, Lincoln Water, and the Omaha Public Power District.
The next day, NWC and the University of Nebraska College of Law
presented the annual Nebraska water law conference.
It began with updates on Water Law 101 and current water law
followed by attorneys Mike Klein and Justin Lavene on “Taking
claims.”

Warren Arganbright

Don Nelson

RJ Baker

Mike Lindner

Meaghan Sittler

Earl Greene

Anthony Schutz

Nebraska Water Symposium at NIC

First place poster contest winner.

Sessions were also held on conjunctive management of western
Nebraska’s NCORPE project, Niobrara River water transfers and
short-term auctions in the Central Platte Natural Resources District.
Pre-lunch keynote Roger Patterson addressed what California has
learned from Nebraska as the Golden Gate state manages one of the
worst ongoing droughts in its history.
Afternoon sessions included discussions of landowner drainage
liability and recent Des Moines, Iowa, water litigation followed by
water quality discussions on Nebraska nitrates.
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Water seminar lectures key on “Water and health”
This year’s spring water seminar lecture series keyed on the importance
of “Water and health.”
The seven, free public lectures were held roughly every-other-week
from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. Wednesdays from January through April at
Hardin Hall on the University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s East Campus.
Lectures were Jan. 13 and 27, Feb. 10 and 24, March 9 and 30 and
April 13.
“Water and its links to human and animal health are increasingly
evident and increasingly a focus of research and study throughout the
University of Nebraska system, so these lectures were an opportunity
to involve students and the public in some of the latest research on the
topic,” said Nebraska Water Center (NWC) director Chittaranjan Ray.
NWC has helped organize and offer the lecture series for more than
40 years.
University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s School of Natural Resources, which
also offers the lecture series for student credit, and University of
Nebraska–Lincoln’s Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources
cosponsored the lectures.
Videos and PowerPoints from most of the lectures are online at
watercenter.unl.edu.

The seven lectures:
Jan. 13 Martha Rhoades, UNL: “Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma, Birth
Defects and Water Quality in Nebraska: The Chicken or the Egg?”
Jan. 27 Alan Kolok, UNO and UNMC: “Water and Health: Issues and
Opportunities.”
Feb. 10 Williams Memorial Lecture: Elizabeth VanWormer, UNL:
“Health at the Human-Animal-Environment Interface: Tracing
Pathogens from Land to Sea.”
Feb. 24 Norman Uphoff, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY: “Improving
Food Production for Health in a Water-Constrained World:
Opportunities Deriving from Agroecological Knowledge and
Experience.”
March 9 Kremer Memorial Lecture: Sandra Banack, Institute
for Ethnomedicine, Jackson, WY.: “Toxic Water: Should We Be
Concerned?”
March 30 Mary Ward, Occupational and Environmental
Epidemiology Branch, Division of Cancer Epidemiology and Genetics,
National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD.: “Drinking Water Nitrate
and Cancer: What Do We Know and What Research is Needed?”
April 13 Karrie Weber, UNL, “Mobilization of Uranium in
Groundwater.”
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Four picked for IRES program in Czech Republic

WARI program begins

IRES, or international research experiences for students, helped four
University of Nebraska science and engineering students do research in
the Czech Republic over the summer.

2016 was the inaugural year of the Water Advanced Research and
Innovation Fellowship Program (WARI), a partnership between the
Department of Science and Technology, government of India, Indo-U.S.
Science and Technology Forum, University of Nebraska–Lincoln and
Robert B. Daugherty Water for Food Global Institute.

IRES is a National Science Foundation-funded program open to
U.S. undergraduate and graduate students majoring in science or
engineering. This particular part of the national program helped
facilitate U.S.-Czech student research on “Research on Vadose Zone
for Understanding Water and Chemical Transport at Various Scales”
between the University of Nebraska–Lincoln and Czech Technical
University (CTU) at Prague and was held at CTU June 5 to July 29.
Eighteen NU students applied. The four chosen were Craig Adams, a
masters student in University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s School of Natural
Resources; Mark Keck, a senior in University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s
Department of Agronomy and Horticulture; and Alison Kathol and

Zach Mahon, masters students in University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s
Department of Civil Engineering.
They worked with Czech students and researchers in the laboratory
and at field sites within various watersheds in the Czech Republic.
They analyzed data for pore structure for undisturbed soil cores
to examine preferential flow pathway and measured hydraulic
conductivity of unsaturated soils in the field.
“A mid-course and a final program evaluation will be conducted by a
senior scientist from the Czech Academy of Sciences and our students
gave final presentations during the last week of the program,” said
Chittaranjan Ray, director of the Nebraska Water Center who led
the program in collaboration with CTU’s Michal Snehota and
Martin Sanda.

The program allows Indian Ph.D. students and early-career faculty
to engage in water-related research alongside their University of
Nebraska–Lincoln mentors. In its initial year, five interns (students)
and five fellows (early-career faculty) representing some of India’s top
tier academic and scientific institutions, participated in the program.

2016 WARI interns
Khalid Muzamil Gani, Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee
Himanshu Kumar Khuntia, Indian Institute of Science Bangalore
Arindam Malakar, Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science
Kolkata
Sanjeeb Mohapatra, Indian Institute of Technology Bombay
Ambika Selvaraj, Indian Institute of Technology Madras

They were paired with 15 University of Nebraska–Lincoln faculty
mentors who helped guide their research in areas like groundwater
quality assessment and management, remote sensing for water quality
and quantity, contaminant remediation and health impacts of water
quality.
The second year of the three-year program began this spring. For more
information on WARI, go to waterforfood.nebraska.edu/wari/

Post-doctoral researcher Mohana Sundaram Shanmugam

2016 WARI fellows
Manish Kumar Goyal, Department of Civil Engineering, Indian
Institute of Technology Guwahati
Manish Kumar, Department of Environmental Science, Tezpur
University
Vimal Mishra, Department of Civil Engineering, Indian Institute of
Technology Gandhinagar
Rajeev Pratap Singh, Institute of Environment and Sustainable
Development, Banaras Hindu University
Rajesh Singh, National Institute of Hydrology Roorkee
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Morgan Spiehs (right) at Husker Harvest Days
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The first group of WARI participants at the University of Nebraska

2016 tour to Colorado’s South Platte basin
The annual water and natural resources tour visted the Platte River
basin in Colorado June 14-16.
The tour began and ended in Denver and traveled through Colorado’s
central Front Range area and into the Rocky Mountain interior.
Focus was on growing urban water demands stemming from rapidly
expanding population, industry and recreation, as well as on water
quality, climate change, changes in water runoff patterns caused by
recent pine wilt beetle infestations, the role of the Denver Water utility
and other topics.
Conversion of former agricultural water rights to urban and suburban
use as area populations grow were closely examined, especially
from the standpoints of how this transition could effect downstream
Nebraska water users.
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In Summit County, where recreation and tourism are major economic
drivers, tour participants looked at projects aimed at preserving
abundant water supplies and a healthy environment. We also looked at
some of the history, ramifications and continuing environmental issues
associated with the area’s 19th century gold and silver mining industry
that helped open much of Colorado to western settlement.
Tour sponsors were Central Nebraska Public Power and Irrigation
District, the Nebraska Water Center, Daugherty Water for Food Global
Institute, University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s Institute of Agriculture
and Natural Resources, Nebraska Public Power District, Lower
Platte North Natural Resources District, LI-COR Biosciences and the
Nebraska Water Balance Alliance.

Left: Rafting in Colorado. Right: A presentation while on tour in Colorado.
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Clockwise from top left: Examining a gold-mining dredge on tour in Colorado. On water tour in Colorado. At the Denver Water Board. The Platte River in Colorado.

Student intern Jasmine Mausbach (right) suits-up for rafting on the
summer water and natural resources tour in Colorado

45th annual tour visits Platte River basin in Colorado
Editor’s Note: The 2016 water and natural resources tour, co-hosted by
the Nebraska Water Center and the Central Nebraska Public Power and
Irrigation District, was June 14-16 in Colorado’s central Front Range
area and into the interior of the Rocky Mountains. The annual tour
examines local and regional water issues, including agricultural water
use, water management, water quality and environmental impacts.
A nine-hour drive to Denver, Colo. on two-lane blacktop is how my
journey began for this summer’s three-day annual water and natural
resources tour. Although the drive through central and western
Nebraska was interesting to say the least, it paled in comparison to the
Rockies of Colorado. Our first stop on the tour took us to the base of
those fabled mountains, to the Kassler Center in Littleton, Colo. There,
Matt Bond from the Denver Water Board spoke about municipal
water for the Denver area. Most of the water used in Denver, Bond
said, comes from the western side of the Rockies, which creates a rift
between the “Front Range” and “West Slope.” Denver’s water use
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has also put a strain on relations between Colorado and Nebraska
concerning flows in the South Platte River. With a population growing
by about 18,000 people per year, Denver is using more and more
water each year, which means less water is making its way down
the South Platte to Nebraska. Recently though, Denver has worked
to reduce its consumptive water use through concerted efforts at
conservation and efficiency, despite issues facing Denver water supply.
Despite growth, climate change and a diminishing Colorado River are
other such issues.
That same day, Nicole Seltzer and Sean Cronin from Colorado
Water Education Foundation and St. Vrain and Left Hand Water
Conservancy District respectively, spoke to the tour while we enjoyed
lunch at the former state capitol building, which is now Old Capitol
Grill in Golden, Colo. The highlight of the day ended with a tour of
the Miller Coors Brewery in Golden, Colo., where I learned about the
use of water in brewing beer.

The following day began with a bus ride to the Rocky Mountain
Research Station in the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Fraser
Experimental Forest. Chuck Roades, a research biochemist for the U.S.
Forest Service, spoke about the impact the native mountain pine beetle
outbreak has had on the health of the forests in the area. In 2008, an
infestation of mountain pine beetles occurred across several forested
areas in the Rocky Mountain range, decimating almost 90 percent of
all lodgepole pines in Colorado, many of which are still standing. The
Rocky Mountain Research Station has been conducting experiments that
study the impact the beetle infestation on lodgepole pines has had on
the overall watershed of the area. They have found that with the dead
trees still standing and with a lack of foliage, water seepage, mainly
from snowmelt, into the watershed has increased, which in itself is good
news. More seepage into the watershed translates to less water loss from
evapotranspiration and more water for multi-purpose uses for Colorado.
It also means potentially more water flowing into the South Platte that
flows into Nebraska, which can be utilized by Nebraska producers to
irrigate crops or replenish surface and groundwater supplies.
The last stop of the day involved whitewater rafting down Class 4
rapids on Clear Creek at Liquid Descent Whitewater Rafting Co.
near Idaho Springs. There are only six classes of rapids, with Class 6
rapids equivalent to those of Niagara Falls. It was by far the most lifethreatening stop of the tour, but I am happy to report that no one fell
overboard and due to our hospitableness, employees at Liquid Descent
were left with a very good impression of we flatlanders from Nebraska.
On the last day of the tour, the day began bright and early with breakfast
presentations by Ray Weller and Rick Cables from Vail Resorts,
Inc. Weller educated the group about the snowmaking process at
Breckenridge Ski Resort and how they use water from the Blue River to
make snow. Cables talked about the environmental mitigation activities
with the U.S. Forest Service and how it related to water usage within and
around Breckenridge. After breakfast, the next stop allowed the group
to inspect a massive and historic gold/silver-mining dredge near Fairplay,
Colo. Joanna Hopkins from Maryland Creek Ranch, who owns the 483ton, 75-year-old dredge, spoke about its history and how water was used

to clean thousands of tons of material that was run through the dredge in
search of the gold and silver found in the area.
Traveling back east, over the Continental Divide, the group was treated
to lunch at Kenosha Steakhouse in Breckenridge where Troy Wineland,
Water Commissioner for the Blue River Watershed, talked about water
rights conversions and transfers in the Blue River watershed. The final
stop of the tour brought the group to a dredge-mining reclamation site
adjacent to Swan River, where we learned about the work being done to
restore the native stream that once flowed through the land before the
dredge-mining industry covered up the stream with waste material.
Lastly, I want to give special recognition to the following groups:
Nebraska Water Center; the University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s Institute
of Agriculture and Natural Resources; the Central Nebraska Public
Power and Irrigation District; Nebraska Public Power District; Robert B.
Daughtery Water for Food Global Institute; Lower Platte North Natural
Resources District; LI-COR Biosciences; and Nebraska Water Balance
Alliance (NEWBA). Without these sponsors and their contributions, this
year’s tour wouldn’t have been possible, and I wouldn’t have had the
opportunity to experience Colorado water at such an in-depth scale.
The Nebraska Water Center and the Central Nebraska Public Power and
Irrigation District co-sponsor water and natural resources tours annually,
in and outside of Nebraska, continuing a more than 40-year tradition of
such tours.
Additional sponsors this year were University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources, LI-COR Biosciences,
Lower Platte North Natural Resources District, Nebraska Public Power
District, Nebraska Water Balance Alliance, and the NU Robert B.
Daugherty Water for Food Global Institute.
Blogger Jasmine Mausbach is a University of Nebraska–Lincoln
undergraduate student pursuing bachelors degrees in environmental
restoration and Spanish.
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McCornick new Water for Food Global Institute
executive director
Peter McCornick, an internationally known expert in water, food and environmental research,
became the second executive director of the Robert B. Daugherty Water for Food Global Institute
(DWFI) in August.
He most recently served as deputy director general for research at the International Water
Management Institute in Colombo, Sri Lanka, one of the world’s foremost institutions dedicated to
improving management of water and land resources to ensure food security and reduce poverty.
In his role at IWMI, McCornick worked closely with DWFI on research projects and events. He
was instrumental in developing a memorandum of understanding between the two organizations
that opened new opportunities for collaboration.
McCornick succeeds Roberto Lenton, who became DWFI’s founding executive director in 2012.
Lenton has since returned to his faculty role in the University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s Department
of Biological Systems Engineering.

Beckman joins NWC staff as communications specialist
University of Nebraska–Lincoln extension assistant Ben Beckman joined the Nebraska Water
Center (NWC) staff this year as a research and communications specialist. He is working as
a liaison between the University of Nebraska–Lincoln and constituent groups on water and
environmental issues of mutual interest.
“Ben’s hiring adds new capabilities for NWC, Nebraska Extension and the Daugherty Water for
Food Global Institute (DWFI) to interact with a wide range of constituencies that include the state’s
Natural Resource Districts, state and federal agencies and nonprofit groups,” said NWC director
Chittaranjan Ray.
The position is jointly shared and funded by NWC, DWFI and Nebraska Extension.
Previously, Beckman was an extension assistant in University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s Pesticide
Safety Education Program, which provides educational programming and materials on safe use of
pesticides. When it was known as “Environmental Programs” this unit was part of the NWC.
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Beckman has a B.S. in grassland ecology and management and an M.S. in agronomy, both from the
University of Nebraska–Lincoln and grew up on a family farm near Elgin. He joined NWC staff in
August.
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Land and forestry experts from Colorado State University talk to the water and natural resources tour group.

Nebraska Water Center - Faculty and Staff
Nebraska Water Center

Aaron Shultis

Chittaranjan Ray, Ph.D., P.E.

Isotope scientist

Director

Autumn Longo

Steven W. Ress

Research technologist

Communications coordinator

Sathaporn (Tong) Onanong

Ben Beckman

Research technologist II - LC/MS

Research and communications specialist

DWFI faculty / staff supporting the
Nebraska Water Center

Patricia Liedle
Program assistant

Water Sciences Laboratory
Daniel D. Snow, Ph.D.

Assistant director

Craig Eiting

Director of services

Web developer and graphic design specialist

David Cassada

Jesse Starita

Separations chemist and network administrator
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Rachael R. Herpel

Education and outreach associate
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(from left) Dan Snow, Chittaranjan Ray, Craig Eiting, Steve Ress, Ben Beckman and Tricia Liedle

Nebraska Water Center financials

Robert B. Daugherty Water for Food Global
Institute at the University of Nebraska:

Fiscal Year 2016 budget:

waterforfood.nebraska.edu

Nebraska Water Center:

Nebraska Water Center: $1,201,867
Total State Appropriated:

$755,575

$446,292

Total State
Appropriated

Water Sciences Laboratory:

Total External Funding:

waterscience.unl.edu

Editor: Steve Ress

Daugherty Water for Food Global Institute

Writers: Jasmine Mausbach, Steve Ress,
Shawna Richter-Ryerson, Jesse Starita

Total:
$1,201,867

Peter G. McCornick, Ph.D.

 	

Nebraska Water Sciences Laboratory: $855,187
State Appropriated:
$300,000

Services & Grants:
$555,187

State
Appropriations
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$300,000

$555,187

Services and
Grants

202 Water Sciences Laboratory
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University of Nebraska–Lincoln
Lincoln, Nebraska 68583-0844
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watercenter.unl.edu

Nebraska Water Sciences Laboratory
Daniel D. Snow, Ph.D.

Total:
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Lincoln, NE 68588-6203
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waterforfood@nebraska.edu
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Connect with us:

Nebraska Water Center

facebook.com/NebraskaWaterCenter

Chittaranjan Ray, Ph.D., P.E.

twitter.com/NebrWaterCenter

 	

youtube.com/user/NebraskaWaterCenter
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